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Enhance your career with this comprehensive overview of the nursing profession.

The 9th edition guides students through the complex issues vital to their career success. Informed by the latest developments in the profession, Dr. Hood addresses the philosophical, developmental, sociocultural, environmental, and political dimensions of nursing. By exploring the scope and possibilities of a nursing career, students will learn strategies for leadership and management, dealing with personal and ethical challenges, incorporating evidence-based practice, and influencing public policy towards the improvement of delivery of care. At the end of each chapter, content is linked to both clinical practice and to a conceptual model (Hood's Professional Nurse Contributions Model) that visually depicts professional nursing.

**Key Features:**

- **NEW! Nurse as Author** writing assignments strengthen critical thinking and writing skills.
- **Professional Building Blocks** highlight clinical and professional implications.
- **Learning, Knowing, and Growing** boxes help students develop both personally and professionally.
- **Professional Prototypes** provide examples of documents, concepts, philosophies, and more, along with suggestions for personal and professional growth.
- **Real-Life Reflection** case studies show how content is applied to nursing practice.
- **Focus on Research** boxes synopsize current journal articles to help students understand the link between research and practice.
- **Concepts in Practice** boxes use hypothetical clinical situations to demonstrate how important concepts are used in real-life practice.
- **Questions for Reflection** help students think about their life experiences in the context of their learning.
- **From Theory to Practice** questions ask students to think about each chapter’s content in the context of their own lives.
- **Compelling Videos and Interactive Resources** bring concepts to life in a memorable way.